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QUANTIZED VORTICES 

Previous Lecture: Moment of inertia and superfluidity .
Irrotational vs rotational flow. 
Moment of inertia and scissors mode.       
Expansion of rotating BEC. 

This Lecture: 
Quantization of circulation. Nucleation of vortices. 
Measurement of angular momentum. 
Vortex lattice. Collective oscillations.
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Quantized vortices

ϕi
V eΨ=Ψ

Quantized vortices are macroscopic configurations                      
described by order parameter

azimuthal angle

VV n=Ψ is real function

Choice of the phase ensures that wave function is single-valued

- Velocity field has tangential behaviour with modulus
where             is radial coordinate. mr

vS
h

=

- Velocity field deeply differs from rigid body rotation rvrig ×Ω=

⊥= rr

- vortex : velocity decreases as r increases

- rigid body: velocity increases as r increases
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Circulation, vorticity and angular momentum

Circulation

is quantized (new topology). Quantum of circulation:              . 

Natural generalization to vortex lines with higher circulation:

m
hdlS

m
dlvS =⋅∇=⋅∫ ∫

h

mh /≡

...2,1;/;expexp =→⋅→ ∫ kmkhdlviki Sϕϕ

Vorticity is localized along the vortes line:                                             

Difference with respect to rigid rotation where

zrmhv ˆ)()/( )2(δ=×∇

zv ˆ2Ω=×∇

Angular momentum per particle      
is also quantized.

h=×= ∫ Sz vdrnrmNNL )/1(/

Quantization of circulation is independent of position of vortical line.
Result for angular momentum holds only if vortical line coincides 
with symmetry axis. 
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Gross-Pitaevskii equation for the vortex

- In uniform case  vortex solution can be written as 

- GP equation can be written in dimensionless form

with                    and                              ( healing length)          )(ηfnV =Ψ ξη /r= mgn2/2h=ξ

ϕϕ i
V err )(),( Ψ=Ψ

Due to the centrifugal term, the 
solution vanishes on the z-axis.      
Vorticity
is different from zero only where
density vanishes 
(consistent  with general 
criterion of irrotationality). 

zrmhv ˆ)()/( )2(δ=×∇
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(Gross, Pitaevskii 1961)

Width of vortex core
fixed by healing length
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Energy of the vortex in harmonic trap

Energy of the vortex can be calculated by integrating solution 
of GP equation. 
In harmonic trap analytical result is available in Thomas-Fermi limit. 
Result for critical angular velocity                                 is given byhNEEVV /)( 0−=Ω

ξ
⊥

⊥

=Ω
R

mRV 7.0ln
2
5

2

h
(Lundh et al. 1997)

If angular velocity      of the trap is smaller than         vortex
is energetically unstable (                           )

If angular velocity      of the trap is larger than         vortex
line is energetically stable (                           )

Ω VΩ
00 >Ω−− zV LEE

Ω VΩ
00 <Ω−− zV LEE

                         and hence ⊥⊥⊥ =>> ωmaR ho /)( hIn Thomas-Fermi limit  one has               ⊥<<Ω ωV
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Nucleation of vortices
Predicted value        for critical angualr velocity does not correspond
to observed value.  Nucleation of vortices is inhibited by barrier. 

VΩ

In experiment at ENS (Madison et al. 2000) vortices are observed when
deformation of rotating trap is suddenly switched on at                 
corresponding to onset of energetic instability of m=2 quadrupole mode. 
Sudden excitation of quadrupole mode drastically suppresses the effect
of the barrier, thereby favouring nucleation of vortex lines. 

Mechanism of nucleation is confirmed
by repetition of  the experiment by 
switching on a rotating octupole 
deformation.  In this case nucleation is 
observed at smaller angular velocity, 
consistent with theoretical value

Other nucleation mechanisms are 
associated with occurrence of 
dynamic instability (see Lecture 6) 
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Vortex detection in Bose-Einstein condensed gases

Since size of vortices is of the order 
of healing length (less than 1 micron), 
vortices cannot be resolved in situ. 
Visibility of vortex lines emerges after 
expansion when core is measurable.

Good agreement between
measured (Madison et al. 2000) and 
calculated (Dalfovo & Modugno, 2000)
density profiles after expansion

Vortices at ENS
Chevy, 2001
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Measurement of angular momentum of the vortex

Imaging of expanded cloud provides information on size of
vortices, but does not give access to angular momentum

Angular momentum of vortex lines measurable with 
spectroscopic methods. 
Vortex lines break time-reversal symmetry of wave function 
and remove degeneracy of collective modes. m±

Example: in the absence of vortices,        quadrupole modes have 
frequency                    in Thomas-Fermi limit (see lecture 2). 
What happens in the presence of vortex line? 
The problem can be solved using sum rule approach. 
Frequency splitting directly related to angular momentum
(Zambelli and Stringari, 1998) 

><
=−

⊥
−+ 22

rm
lzωω

angular momentum per particle

radial square radius

≡zl

>≡< ⊥
2r

⊥± = ωω 2
2±
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Frequency splitting and precession of quadrupole deformation

Result for splitting of  quadrupole frequencies is at the origin of
important precession effect. If one suddenly produces quadrupole
deformation in the rotating plane, the deformation of the gas 
exhibits  precession. (Analogy with Foucault’s pendulum)

Precession law is easily evaluated by imposing that in frame rotating 
with angular velocity         the frequency of the             modes are equal:2±=mprecΩ

precprec Ω+=Ω− −+ 22 ωω

><
=−=Ω

⊥
−+ 22
)(

4
1

rm
lz

prec ωω

Quadrupole precession provides direct access to angular momentum 
(method is also applicable in situ). Has been used to:
- Check  quantization of circulation (analogy with Vinen experiment in
superfluid helium)

- Measure angular momentum of configurations with more vortices
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Quantization of angular 
momentum, Chevy et al, 2000

Shape precession in the
presence of vortex line, 
Haljan et al. 2001

Hess-Fairbank (1967
experiment in helium
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Precession of vortex line

What happens if vortex line is displaced from symmetry axis?

• •

- At T=0   vortex line will start precessing
- At T>0   vortex will spiral out or in depending on conditions of stability

Angular velocity of precession can be 
estimated using macroscopic argument

Ω−
∂∂
∂∂

=∂Ω−∂=Ω
dL
dELLE

z

V
zzVprec /

//)(

based on evaluation of energy and angular momentum
of the vortex as a function of  displacement distance d
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∫ =∝ ⊥ ),( zdrdznEV δδ
2/3

2

2
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−Ω=−

⊥R
dEdE VV h

Energy decreases because length of vortex line decreases 
when (consequence of 3D harmonic trapping)0≠d

Angular momentum decreases too.                                                 
In Thomas-Fermi limit density distribution is not perturbed by       
the presence of the vortex line

∫∫∫∫ ⋅== ⊥⊥⊥⊥⊥⊥ dlvzrnrdrdzmzrnrvrrdmLz ),(),()(r

∫ ⋅dlv is equal to drif <⊥0 drifmh >⊥)/(

• •
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⊥R
dNdLz h

(angular momentum is 
maximum at d=0)
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Ω−
−
Ω

=Ω−
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/
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RddL
dE V

z

V
prec

Precession of vortex

Haljan et al,
2000

- Sign of            depends on value of       . 
Important consequence at finite temperature where vortex is 
driven towards configuration of lowest energy.

- If                 (small       ) vortex will move towards the periphery (instability)  
- If                  vortex will instead move twards the center of the trap (stability)

precΩ Ω

0>Ω prec

0<Ω prec

Ω

For small displacement critical 
vortex is stable if

i.e. even if it is not ground state 
(Fetter, Svidzinsky, 2001).

VΩ>Ω
5
3
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Vortex lattice

By increasing angular velocity one can nucleate more vortices (vortex lattice)
(Mit 2001)(Jila 2002)

Vortices form a regular triangular
lattice (similar to Abrikosov lattice
In superconductors)
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Vortex lattice: diffused vorticity approximation

When number of vortices is large it is useful to introduce concept
of diffused vorticity. Average vorticity per unit area is given by

kkn
m
hv effV

ˆ2ˆ Ω==×∇

Where        is number of vortices per unit area
and            is effective vorticity of the vortex lattice

effV
mn Ω=
hπ

Vn

Despite the discretized nature of vortex lines
the superfluid, at a macroscopic level,
behaves like a fluid rotating with velocity          

Energy of the fluid is given by “classical” expression
(quantum pressure ignored, holds in Thomas-Fermi limit)            

∫ 



 −×⋅Ω−++= )()()()()(

2
)(

2
22 rnrvnrmrVrnrngrnvmdrE ext µ

effΩ2

rv eff ×Ω=

kinetic energy due to vortex lattice angular velocity of the trap
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Minimization of energy with respect to velocity (                 ) 
yields                    , independent of position

uniform vorticity and uniform density of vortices
(even if atomic density is not uniform)

0/ =vE δδ
Ω=Ωeff

effV
mn Ω=
hπ
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R

Minimization of energy with respect to density (                   )                 0/
yields Thomas-Fermi profile

=nE δδ

centrifugal effect due to rotation
yields increase of radial size

is upper limit for rotating gas at equilibrium in the 
Presence of harmomic trap (centrifugal critical angular velocity)

⊥=Ω ω
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Rotational hydrodynamics

Collective oscillations in non rotating superfluids 
are described by irrotational hydrodynamics

When number of vortices is large one can introduce concept of diffused
vorticity and develop formalism of rotational hydrodynamics

vmvVgnmvv
t

m

nvn
t

ext ×∇×=++∇+
∂
∂

=∇+
∂
∂

)
2
1(

0)(

2

laboratory
frame

Includes, in particular, Thomas-Fermi result for stationary density profile 
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Applicability of rotational hydrodynamics

Large number of vortices
distance between vortices 
much smaller than radial size                              

1>>VN
⊥<<Ω= RmdV /h

Quantum pressure negligible (Thomas-Fermi)
size of vortices should be much smaller than intervortex distance

for  rotating harmonic trap

Vdmc <<= 2/hξ µ=<<Ω 2mch

222 )(
2 ⊥⊥ Ω−= Rm ωµ
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Predictions of rotational hydrodynamics:
collective oscillations

Collective oscillations are obtained by looking for linearized 
solutions of hydrodynamic equations: 

Both surface and compression oscillations are affected by the rotation

vrvnnn δδ +×Ω=+= ,0

Surface modes

Choosing           
one finds analytic solution  (Chevy and Stringari, 2003)

ll iyxviyxan )(,)( ±∇=±= αδδ

Ω−±Ω−−=± ⊥ )1()1()( 22 lllllab ωω

Degeneracy between         is broken by the rotation.l±
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Splitting of        quadrupole modes2±

By setting         in dispersion law one finds2=l Ω=−−+ 2)2()2( ωω

Result coincides with sum rule prediction

using rigid body value                             ><Ω= ⊥
2rmlz><

=−−+
⊥
22)2()2(
rm
lzωω

)2(−ω

)2(+ω

Quadrupole frequency measured at JILA (Haljan et al., 2001) 
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Rotational hydrodynamics: compression modes

Coupling between radial and axial motion is significantly affected
by the vortex lattice.  Choosing

The HD equations provide two m=0 decoupled modes with frequency 

)(, 2222
0 zrrvzaraan zz ααδδδ +∇+×Ω=++= ⊥⊥⊥⊥

222244222 816916
2
1

2
32)0( Ω−−+±+== ⊥⊥⊥ zzzzm ωωωωωωωω

Cozzini and Stringari, 2003
radial

zωω

ωω

3

2

=

=

−

⊥+When                 the two frequencies approach: ⊥→Ω ω
axial

- Axial mode  approaches pancake geometry prediction of 3D TF regime
- However, if         is too close to          TF condition along z                   is          

no longer ensured and axial frequency approaches free value        .   
- Measuring m=0 axial frequency is then efficient  way to check 

if system is in 3D or 2D regime

zω2
zωµ h>>Ω ⊥ω
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Collective frequencies and evidence 
for 2D regime in rotating condensates
(JILA; Schweikhard et al 2003)

3D pancake regime

2D regime
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Elastic modes of the vortex lattice (Tkachenko modes)

- In addition to shape and compression oscillations vortex lattices 
exhibit  new oscillations of elastic nature (Tkachenko modes)
corresponding to deformation of  vortex lattice geometry. 

- Tkachenko modes cannot be described by hydrodynamic theory. 
They require inclusion of elastic effects or full microscopic approach
(Baym, Sonin, Anglin, Simula et al., Mizushima et al. etc.. ). 

Theory well agrees with experiments   
in the Thomas-Fermi regime 2mc<<Ωh

sum rule approach
Cozzini et al, 2004

deviations 
from TF

Tkachenko waves at Jila (2003)
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Conditions of applicability of Thomas-Fermi  
approximation (role of trap parameters) 

Consider 2D regime for simplicity 

relevant dimensionless
coupling constant.

22
22

/1
2

⊥
⊥⊥ Ω−

=
ωπ

GaR
zaNaG /8π=

Thomas-Fermi 1)/1( 22 >>Ω− ⊥ωG1>>VN 1
/1 22 >>

Ω− ⊥ω
G

- Role of interactions ( G>>1) crucial to ensure both conditions

- Even if G is large Thomas-Fermi condition is violated if        become 
too close to        (transition to lowest Landau level)

Ω
⊥ω
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Approaching the centrifugal limit               ⊥→Ω ω

- If                  system becomes more and more dilute and Thomas-
Fermi condition                                 is less and less satisfied.   

- This corresponds to values of chemical   potential                      
comparable or smaller than oscillator energy                               

- What happens if                                or, equivalently if                     ? 

Ω≈⊥ hhω
gn=µ

⊥<< ωµ h

⊥→Ω ω
1)/1( 22 >>Ω− ⊥ωG

1)/1( 22 <<Ω− ⊥ωG

lowest Landau level

Single particle harmonic oscillator levels (2D) in rotating frame

When               chemical potential becomes smaller than oscillator energy.        
Physics is restricted to lowest Landau level (effective 1D system)
New behaviour of vortex distribution, dynamics and thermodynamics

⊥→Ω ω
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Lowest Landau Level (LLL)

Aftalion et
al, 2004

µ
ξ

2
Ω

=
h

Vd

LLLTF

µ/2 Ωh

Vortical distribution in LLL regime recently investigated by           
many authors  (Ho, Baym, Pethick, Dalibard, Aftalion….) 
within mean field (Gross-Pitaevskii) regime.

- Tkachenko frequencies are quenched with respect to TF                    
prediction (measured at JILA).

- Vortex density is no longer
uniform (like in TF). Effects 
are visible near the border 
of the cloud (measured at Jila)

- Size of vortex core deviates
from Thomas-Fermi prediction

(Coddington et al., 2004)
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Lowest Landau Level (LLL)
and Quantum Hall regime  

- Gross-Pitaevskii regime is justified if number of atoms per vortex is >>1
i.e. if                    with                               

- Number of vortices increases in centrifugal limit 

- When               mean field picture is no longer justified          new physics :
melting of vortices, quantum Hall effects, fractional statistics etc….

Many recent theoretical papers 
(Cooper, Wilkin, Gunn, Sinova, MacDonald, Jolicoeur ...)

No experiment so far available in quantum Hall regime

VNN >>

VNN ≈

222
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This Lecture: 
Quantization of circulation. Nucleation of vortices. 
Measurement of angular momentum. 
Vortex lattice. Collective oscillations.

Next Lecture. Ultracold Fermi gases. 
Ideal Fermi gas in harmonic trap. 
Role of interactions. BCS-BEC crossover. 
Unitarity and universality. Effects of superfluidity.


